Clamp delay: an effective new method of nonsurgical delay.
This study introduces an effective new method of nonsurgical delay. In this new method, a special clamp that compressed a bipedicled skin fold along the sides of a proposed flap was glued to rat dorsa. The study also used a control group of untreated flaps and a group of flaps delayed by the conventional surgical procedure involving conventional parallel incisions. Eight days later, 1 x 6 cm reverse McFarlane flaps were isolated from the wound and raised. After 5 days, the survival length of the flaps was measured. Viability of the flaps delayed by the clamps [40.5 +/- 2.0 mm (mean +/- standard error); n = 10] did not differ from that of surgically delayed flaps (41.3 +/- 3.6 mm; n = 8) and was significantly higher (p < 0.001) than the survival of control flaps (26.3 +/- 0.6 mm; n = 10). Clamp delay can be useful in flap research that explores the relative significance of the vessel obstruction and biochemical processes that follow the surgical delay procedure. This method also offers a new perspective by introducing the concept of nonsurgical delay into clinical practice.